Safeguard your organization
against the risk of data loss and
threats targeting cloud accounts
With Symantec DLP Cloud and Symantec CloudSOC, you can extend enterprise-level
data loss prevention (DLP) everywhere—both on–premises and to the cloud for your
Dropbox deployment.

Detect threats and mitigate risky user activity in
Dropbox accounts

Using advanced data science and machine learning, analyze user
activity and identify risks to sensitive corporate data and enable
automated policy controls
Protect data exposure and compliance risks

“As part of our joint
efforts with Dropbox, we
can provide customers
peace of mind that their
stored data in the cloud
is safe from accidental
loss or theft. And, we’re

Protect your data in Dropbox with the same policies and
workflows your company uses across your organization with
Symantec DLP capabilities

able to offer CIOs more

Empower employees to use the tools they prefer

networks and enhance

Offer your employees secure access to Dropbox while protecting
your organization with automated policies and encryption to
prevent accidental or malicious over-sharing of data
Perform targeted, post-incident analysis of user activity

Quickly assess activity that may impact your Dropbox accounts
with detailed transactional information, powerful visualizations,
and extensive log filtering capabilities

visibility and control
across their corporate
the overall collaboration
and security experience.”
Peter Doggart
VP of Business
Development, Symantec

Network Control interoperability

Enable organizations to limit the use of unauthorized personal
Dropbox accounts on corporate networks, while allowing access
to company-managed accounts using Blue Coat Web Gateway
or Symantec CASB Proxy and Dropbox Network Control

For more information, reach out to your Dropbox representative at ecosystem-partnerships@dropbox.com or contact
Symantec at (888) 509-7303.

Coupled with a DLP/CASB solution, Dropbox enables
you to protect your files when syncing and sharing:
•

Inspect file content in managed Dropbox accounts

•

Set and enforce policies on sensitive data in Dropbox

•

Monitor sharing activity and correct unauthorized
sharing behaviors

•

Meet compliance and regulatory requirements

•

Take additional action based on flagged content
(automated alerts, quarantine, modify
collaborators, encrypt)

•

Detect anomalous & suspicious user behavior

The Symantec cloud security solution combines
best-in-class DLP and CASB technologies that enables
visibility and control to cloud apps:
•

Extend data loss prevention (DLP) everywhere—both
on–premises and to the cloud with Symantec DLP
Cloud and Symantec CloudSOC

•

Adopt cloud apps while safeguarding your
organization against threats targeting cloud accounts
and gaining direct visibility and control over the use
of cloud apps

For more information, reach out to your Dropbox representative at ecosystem-partnerships@dropbox.com or contact
For
more information,
reach out to
representative at ecosystem-partnerships@dropbox.com or contact
Symantec
at sales@elastica.net
or your
(888)Dropbox
509-7303.
Symantec at (888) 509-7303.

